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Effective IT Demand Management 
Clear project justification and benefits 
realization for rationalized decision making.

IT Demand Management can be hard, but edison365 believes 
that it doesn’t have to be. We have found that inconsistent 
processes, lack of transparency, project justification, and benefits 
realization as being some of the major challenges that prevent 
the IT Department from running smoothly and cost efficiently. 

The edison365 suite brings simplicity to managing the 
incoming requests and tracking progress. edison365 is a 
software solution that centralizes requests, communication, 
project evaluation, and accountability all in one easy to 
use tool that’s built on your Office 365 investment.

Factsheet

Spending less time and resources on getting IT projects through the pipeline ultimately 
lowers costs. The edison365 suite will also allow you to calculate what projects will 
really produce value, letting your team prioritize the higher value-add efforts.

Lower IT Operational Costs 

With just one process for intake, you will see what’s in the IT project pipeline and who’s 
responsible for the next step. No more lost spreadsheets and accountability issues.Centralized View & Transparency 

When you can properly calculate the true resources needed and costs 
associated with future IT projects, you can properly mitigate risk. You can 
also make better decisions about what projects will be worthwhile.

Risk Reduction 

We’ve streamlined the IT project evaluation process so that you don’t 
get caught up in the minutiae. A simple process is much more likely 
to be followed and get IT projects to the finish line faster.

Faster Evaluation  

The intuitive user experience will encourage employees to submit ideas/requests 
and even rate other’s submissions. The act of giving employees an easy way to 
submit their ideas increases employee engagement and team collaboration.

Engagement & Collaboration 

IT business objectives How edison365 helps

“ Getting end users to adopt new technology solutions is always a challenge – even when it is in their own 
best interest. Because edison365 is built on Microsoft Office 365 (the productivity solution for 92% of our 
customers) there is little to no end-user obstacle. This helps drive adoption and accelerate value delivery. “Magnus Holmlid, CEO & Founder, Visuell Plannering
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The edison365 suite provides a unique and comprehensive platform to accelerate business transformation. Each module can be 
used standalone or alongside one or more of the other modules in the suite to provide an end-to-end solution.

One project request intake location and process to prevent 
requests and attachments from getting lost.

Successfully manage your IT resources and demand with 
our comprehensive and easy-to-use software suite

Centralized intake for requests 

Set target timescales for each approval stage. Easily assign reviewers 
and discover where (and with whom) a case has stalled.

Optimized business case approval  

Easily perform ‘What if?’ scenario planning to manage resource 
demands. Compare multiple scenarios and determine which 
projects to move forward.

Portfolio Modeling 

Completely transform your Project Online reporting, using provided 
templates for a range of standard reports such as a status or 
highlight report at both project and program level. Use the existing 
templates, customize them, or create your own.

Comprehensive management reporting 

Configure standard dashboards to present large amounts 
of information efficiently. Users can switch between multiple 
visualizations to allow effective engagement with data.

Clear data visualization 

Build the perfect template for the size or type of case required and 
configure stages to align with your internal processes.

Drag-and-drop business case templates 

Variable views depending on individual permissions and approved 
rights. Your personal page keeps track of what needs approving and 
what stage each request is in.

Personalized access

Integrated scheduling using Microsoft Project, Project Online, and  
Microsoft Planner. Build and control projects either online or offline 
with the shared scheduling engine. The familiar UI reduces time spent 
learning new tools.

Seamless planning 

Use multiple devices to access information; Windows, iOS, and Android.
Comprehensive device access 

The end-to-end business transformation platform built on Office 365

Drive a culture of innovation to 
initiate transformation

Justify and understand the 
impact of transformation

Deliver projects quickly and 
effectively to embed transformation

Manage all project financials in one location including budget, forecast 
and actuals including income, benefits and ROI. 

Financial management 


